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Abstract

Pulsed power network is proposed for reliable and low loss electrical power distribution
among various type of power sources and consumers. The proposed scheme is a deriva-
tive of power packet network so far investigated that has affinity with dispersion type
power sources and has manageability of energy coloring in the process of power distri-
bution. In addition to these advantages, the proposed scheme has system reliability and
low loss property because of its intelligent operation performed by individual nodes and
direct relaying by power routers. In the proposed scheme, power transmission is decom-
posed into a series of electrical pulses placed at specified power slots in continuous time
frames that are synchronized over the network. The power slots are pre-reserved based
on information exchanges among neighboring nodes following inherent algorithm of the
proposed scheme. Because of this power slots reservation based on decentralized intel-
ligence, power pulses are directly transmitted from various power sources to consumers
with the least power dissipation even though a partial failure occurs in the network. The
network operations with the proposed scheme is simulated to confirm the algorithms for
the power slots reservation and to evaluate the power network capacity.

1 Introduction

Smart grid technologies have been investigated
for the purpose to enhance efficiency and reliability
of current power systems with smooth integration
of renewable and alternative energy sources [1].
As one of the basics of this upcoming power grid,
power packet transmission is proposed to distribute
electric power over the consumers [2, 3, 4]. This
scheme follows conventional data packet transmis-
sion where each fragment of data is transmitted in-
dividually with information including the addresses
of its source and destination. Various data packets
with different addresses share the same transmis-
sion path avoiding their mutual collisions.

Similar to the data packet networks, the power
networking with power packets has advantages as

follows. First, It has affinity with dispersion type
power sources such like photovoltaic power gen-
erations and wind turbine generations. In current
power systems, reverse power flow from disper-
sion type sources causes problems including volt-
age fluctuations that degrade power line quality to
neighboring consumers [5]. In contrast, reverse
power flow with power packets does not cause such
problems because of collision avoidance executed
among power fragments in power lines.

Second, It has manageability of energy coloring
in the process of power distribution. Energy color-
ing means the attachment of associated information
to each power fragment in addition to its source and
destination [6, 7]. The additional information in-
cludes power rate of the fragment, the type of its en-
ergy source, and the source location. This informa-
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tion assists consumers to select the electric power
of the lowest charge, or to select the attribute of en-
ergy source concerning greenhouse gas emissions
or such global scale problems.

In this paper, as a derivative of the power packet
network, pulsed power network is proposed. In
addition to the advantages inherent in the power
packet networking above mentioned, the proposed
scheme has inherent system reliability against a par-
tial failure of the network, and has low loss property
throughout the process of power distribution.

In the proposed scheme, power transmission is
decomposed into a series of electric pulses placed at
specified power slots in continuous time frames that
are synchronized over the network. The power slots
are pre-reserved throughout the transmission path
from the power source to the consumer. This power
slots reservation and preceding determination of the
optimum transmission path and the power slot po-
sitions are performed by individual nodes of the
source, destination, and intermediate routers. Their
operations follow algorithms inherent in the pro-
posed scheme with information exchanges among
neighboring nodes.

These elemental operations of individual nodes
with their localized collaborations configure decen-
tralized intelligence over the network. Because no
central supervisor stays in this intelligence, the op-
eration of power distribution is reliable even when
a partial failure occurs in the network. In addi-
tion, because of the foregoing power slot reserva-
tions performed by the network intelligence, power
pulses are directly transmitted to consumers with-
out any energy storage and forwarding at interme-
diate routers. This direct relaying at routers keeps
power dissipation minimum throughout the power
transmission path.

The fundamentals of the pulsed power network
was already introduced in my previous work [8] as
an approach to the power packet networking. How-
ever, the details were omitted of the decentralized
intelligence of nodes in relation with the system op-
erations. Moreover, based on the specified intel-
ligence, the actual system performances were not
evaluated by pertinent simulations. This paper fo-
cuses on these essentials of the proposed pulsed
power network.

In section 2, the basics of the proposed pulsed
power network is described with an example of the
network configuration. In section 3, decentralized
intelligence of the network is explained that is the
basis of the reliability and low loss property of the
proposed scheme. In section 4, the performances
and the reliability of the pulsed power network are
evaluated by computer simulations. In the final sec-
tion, summary of this paper and residual subjects
for further study are described.

2 Basics of pulsed power network

The proposed scheme of pulsed power network
is based on the synchronized frame structure con-
sisting of power slots where electric pulses are lo-
cated. These pulses are directly transmitted to con-
sumers through power routers on the transmission
path. In addition, power gateway connects this net-
work with adjacent ones storing redundant power
generated by inner and outer power sources. In this
section, these basics of the pulsed power network
are explained.

2.1 Network configuration

An example configuration of the proposed
pulsed power network is shown in Fig. 1. This ex-
ample consists of end users A to G, power routers
H to K, and a power gateway. Among end users,
A and F with gray color are assumed to be power
sources that reversely transmit power to the network
through the router H and K, respectively. Other end
users consume electric power supplied from neigh-
boring power routers H, I, or K. These energy flows
are controlled by power routers H to K with their
power relaying. The power gateway connects this
pulsed power network with adjacent network con-
verting the form of electric power flow if necessary.
This gateway also stores redundant power supplied
from both networks.

These nodes in the network are connected by
power communication links. As shown in Fig. 1,
each of the links consists of two transmission me-
dia: a power link and a communication link. The
power link conducts the series of electric pulses,
i.e., the power itself. On the other hand, the commu-
nication link conducts signals for the power trans-
mission processing, i.e., the routing information
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and other control messages for the network oper-
ation. The communication links can be established
by optical cables bundled with the power links as
shown in the figure, or by other communication me-
dia so far investigated for the basis of smart grid
operations[1]. In any case, signal transmission rate
is assumed to be high enough that their transmis-
sion delay do not affect the operation of the power
network itself.

Figure 1. An example configuration of pulsed
power network.

Figure 2. An example of synchronized frame
structure and pulsed power flows.

Figure 3. An example of direct relaying of power
pulses in power routers.

2.2 Synchronized frame structure

In the proposed pulsed power network, time
axis is divided into frames of equivalent length and
each frame is equally subdivided into N power slots.

Each frame is synchronized among all nodes in the
network1. An example of this synchronized frame
structure is shown in Fig. 2 where N equals 5.

This figure also indicates pulsed power flows on
the synchronized frames. From now on, a power
flow means a mass of energy transmission (mea-
sured in joule) from a power source to a consumer
that continues for a predetermined time with a con-
stant intensity (in watt). Whereas, the pulsed power
flow means the decomposed power flow by electric
pulses transmitted at the same positions of power
slot in successive frames until the power flow itself
is completed.

The energy conveyed by each electric pulse is
assumed to be constant. Therefore, the number of
power slots in one frame used for the pulsed power
flow specifies the intensity of the power transmis-
sion. Because of this reason, from now on, the
intensity of power transmission is denoted by the
number of power slots in one frame. For example,
Fig. 2 shows two power flows from node A to node
G (solid contours), and from the power gateway to
node E (dashed contour)2. Their intensities are two
slots and one slot, respectively.

2.3 Power router

In the proposed pulsed power network, each
transmission path for the pulsed power flow is
established through direct relaying by cascading
routers. Figure 3 shows an example of this oper-
ation by power routers H, J, and K, selected from
Fig. 13. They configure a power transmission path
from the power source A to the consumer G by relay
switches that are schematic representations of relay
circuits constructed with power semiconductors.

Within the first and second slots in each syn-
chronized frame, as indicated in Fig. 2, each re-
lay switch connects appointed terminals. Therefore,
within these time slots, the power pulse flows from
the source node A to the consumer G. The intensity
of transmitted power through this path is two slots
a frame. Whereas, the dashed relay conductors in
the router J indicates the simultaneous pulse flow
from the power gateway to consumer E beyond the

1This network synchronization can be established somehow. For example, assuming that the length of each power slot is in
millisecond order, adequate network synchronization is available by using GPS time signals[9].

2The location of these nodes are indicated in Fig. 1, and this frame structure is observed at power router J.
3According to Fig. 1, router H and K actually have six and five relay terminals, respectively. However, some of them are omitted

for the simplicity.
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router I. As Fig. 2 indicates, this pulse flows within
the fourth slot. The intensity of this pulsed power
flow is one slot a frame.

2.4 Power gateway

As mentioned before, the role of the power gate-
way includes electric power form conversion and
storage of redundant power supplied from inner and
outer networks. With these operations, the power
gateway provides the pulsed power network with
following three aspects.

First, the whole network can be constructed as
an integration of subnetworks connected by power
gateways. All of the network operations are re-
stricted within each subnetwork. This isolated net-
working saves calculation cost of each node that
must count in current status of every other nodes
in the network. Whereas, essential information
of outer networks are merged in the power gate-
way that includes the volume of surplus power of
centralized generation plants with each of their at-
tributes. According to this information, each con-
sumer is able to require power supply from particu-
lar power plant in outer areas.

Second, hierarchical network configuration be-
comes possible consisting of network layers of var-
ious aspects with different power line voltages.
For example, each end user indicated in Fig. 1
is actually a power gateway to HAN (home area
network)[10] that is the lowest layer power net-
work. On the other hand, the adjacent power net-
work possibly be a higher layer network that con-
veys high voltage electric power from distant power
plants. Because of the power form converting the
gateway operates, the form of outer area network
possibly be the conventional one or that of pulsed
power network itself.

Third, concentrated electric power storage can
be provided for end users that have dispersion type
power sources. In conventional power systems,
these users usually prepare their own rechargeable
batteries for stabilized power consumption and for
unexpected power outages. On the other hand,
in the proposed scheme, power gateway of each
subnetwork has bulk power storage for redundant
power of inner and outer networks. Because this

bulk storage stores electric power generated by end
users with their individual identities carried by en-
ergy coloring, the storage can replace the recharge-
able batteries of end users. This concentrated
electric power storage in power gateways possibly
save the installation cost of dispersion type power
sources.

3 Decentralized system intelligence

In the operation of pulsed power network,
power loss at power routers is kept low enough
because of foregoing reservation of power slots
throughout each transmission path, and of direct re-
laying of the routers without any store and forward
process of power pulses. In addition, the network
operation continues even though some partial fail-
ures occur at the routers and power communication
links.

These advantages of the pulsed power network
are based on decentralized intelligence as an inte-
gration of elemental behaviors of power sources,
consumers, power routers, and a power gateway.
Their behaviors follow two kinds of algorithm. One
for the update process of power transmission ca-
pacity table (or PTC table), and the other for the
reservation process of power slots throughout the
power transmission path. In this section, algorithms
for these processes are described4.

3.1 Power transmission capacity table

The PTC table is the essential component for
the operation of pulsed power network. Every node
in the network constructs its own PTC table indi-
vidually and updates frequently in a decentralized
scheme.

When a power source intends to transmit power
pulses to some consumer, the PTC table of the
source node shows which slots are currently avail-
able for the power transmission to the destination
and which adjacent node is the next hop on the
most preferable path to the destination. According
to this information, the power source begins to re-
serve the power slots throughout the transmission
path to the destination. PTC tables of intermediate
power routers are also necessary for this reserva-

4These algorithms are based on DSDV[11, 12] and Synchronized QoS routing[13, 14] for wireless ad hoc networking. Their
aspects are modified for especial requirements of wired pulsed power networking.
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tion process and for table update of every node in
the network. An example of the PTC table is shown
in Fig. 4.

This example shows the PTC table owned by
node H that is a power router indicated in Fig. 1.
When a PTC table construction is completed, the
table consists of entries that indicate current state
of transmission paths to every destination node in
the network. In Fig. 4, the entries are indicated by
four lines.

 dst nxt hop slt seq
available slots

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

 A A 1 6 12

 G I 2 4 24

 H H 0 8 10

 K J 2 5 20

primary entry

Figure 4. An example of PTC table owned by
node H.

In each entry, the destination is denoted by
’dst’. ’nxt’ and ’hop’ means the next hop node
and the hop count to the destination, respectively.
(From now on, “the entry points A over B” means
“the entry has node A as its destination and B as the
next hop”.) ’slt’ indicates the channel capacity by
number of available slots for the power transmis-
sion. ’seq’ means the sequence number that indi-
cates freshness of the entry. ’available slots’ spec-
ify which slots are currently available (denoted by
’⃝’) to transmit power pulses to the destination. In
this example, the number N of slots equals 8 in one
frame.

At the beginning of a PTC table construction,
the table consists of only one entry: the primary
entry. This primary entry points the owner node it-
self. The initial value of ’seq’ is set to zero and is
increased periodically. An example is shown in Fig.
4 where the primary entry with gray color points the
owner node H itself. When adjacent nodes mutually
refers the contents of their PTC tables, the primary
entry of the owner is added to PTC tables of others
as regular entries. These regular entries are spread
more over the network. At this spreading, every
node examines the freshness of the referred entry
by its value of ’seq’.

No neighbor left.

X is selected.

Start

End

Select one
neighbor.

No next entry
left.

That points Z
is selected.

Select one
next entry.

Read the state of each power slot
that node X currently uses.

Update the entry that points X
by selecting power slots that are
vacant in both of A and X.

Make a temporal entry that points Z
by selecting power slots that are
vacant in both of the selected next
entry and A’s entry that points X.

Read all of the entries (next entries)
in PTC table of X except for that
points A itself and neighbors of A.

Replace entry that points Z with
the temporal one, or add it if no
entry pointing Z exists.

Is the temporal
entry preferred?

Yes

No

(1)

(2)

(3)

Figure 5. Algorithm for PTC table update. The
owner node of this table is denoted by ’A’.

The update algorithm of the PTC table for each
node is indicated by Fig. 5 as a flowchart. In this
chart, the owner node of the table is denoted by ’A’
that executes this algorithm. The process begins
with the selection of one neighbor node around A.
The selected node is denoted by ’X’. Then, succes-
sive processes run as follows (each number corre-
sponds with the tag attached to a dashed frame in
the figure).
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(ii)  B         Z

(iii)  A         Z

 dst nxt hop slt seq 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

 Z C 4 4 18

(i)  A         B

 dst nxt hop slt seq 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

 B B 1 5 10

 dst nxt hop slt seq 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

 Z B 5 3 20

make temporal entry
pointing Z over B B C

A

D E

Z

Figure 6. Example of temporal entry construction
that points Z over B from node A.

(1) In this stage, node A update the entry that points
the selected neighbor X. First, node A refers the
state of each power slot that X currently uses.
Then, A updates its own entry that points X by
selecting power slots that are vacant in both of
A and X.

(2) In this stage, node A makes a temporal entry
that points nonadjacent nodes over X. First, A
reads all of the entries in PTC table of X except
for that points A itself and neighbors of A. These
entries are called next entries. Among them,
one next entry that points ’Z’ is selected (or, if
no next entry left, A returns to the start point).
Then, A makes a temporal entry that points Z by
selecting power slots that are vacant in both of
the selected next entry and A’s entry that points
X.

(3) In this final stage, node A updates entry that
points Z. First, A decides whether the temporal
entry pointing Z is preferable to the existing en-
try pointing the same node5. If preferable, A re-
places the existing entry with the temporal one.
Or, if no entry pointing Z exists, A adds the tem-
poral entry to its PTC table. Then, A returns to
the middle point of the previous stage as the fig-
ure indicates.

According to this flowchart, an example process
of PTC table update is illustrated by Fig. 6. In this

figure, node A is assumed to update its PTC table
and be located with two neighbors: nodes B and D.
Beyond these neighbors, other nodes exist includ-
ing C, E, and Z connected with each other as the
figure shows.

In this example process, the entry is selected to
be updated that points node Z in the PTC table of
node A. In addition, among neighbors of A, node
B is assumed to be selected at the beginning of the
update process. Then, the first and second stages
above mentioned are executed as follows.

(1) Node A updates the entry that points B. First,
Node A reads the state of each power slot that
node B currently uses. Then, A updates the en-
try pointing B by selecting power slots that are
vacant in both of node A and B. The example of
this result is indicated in Fig. 6 as “(i) A→B”6.

(2) Node A makes the temporal entry that points
nonadjacent nodes Z over B. For this purpose,
A reads the next entry that points Z in PTC table
of B. The example of this result is indicated in
Fig. 6 as “(ii) B→Z”. Then, A makes the tem-
poral entry that points Z by selecting power slots
that are available in both of the entries (i) and (ii)
above mentioned. This selection is expressed by
dashed arrows in the figure. The result of this
temporal entry is indicated in Fig. 6 as “(iii)
A→Z”.

In the final stage (3), node A decides whether
the temporal entry “(iii) A→Z” is preferable to the
existing entry pointing the same node Z. The pri-
mary standard for this decision is the freshness of
the entries indicated by the number of ’seq’. If this
number of the temporal entry is smaller than that
of existing one, the former is decided to be prefer-
able. Or, if these numbers are equivalent to each
other, succeeding decision standards for the prefer-
able entry are as follows.

1. Which entry has a smaller ’hop’? This standard
means that the entry indicating a shorter path to
the destination is preferable to the other.

2. Which entry has a larger number ’slt’ of avail-
able slots? This standard means that the entry

5Conditions for this decision are described later.
6In figures (i), (ii), and (iii), N is set to 8 and only the entry concerned is extracted from PTC table of node A or B. In addition,

values of ’nxt’, ’hop’, and ’seq’ are set appropriately according to the protocol of DSDV[11, 12].
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Figure 6. Example of temporal entry construction
that points Z over B from node A.

(1) In this stage, node A update the entry that points
the selected neighbor X. First, node A refers the
state of each power slot that X currently uses.
Then, A updates its own entry that points X by
selecting power slots that are vacant in both of
A and X.
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that points nonadjacent nodes over X. First, A
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one next entry that points ’Z’ is selected (or, if
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X.

(3) In this final stage, node A updates entry that
points Z. First, A decides whether the temporal
entry pointing Z is preferable to the existing en-
try pointing the same node5. If preferable, A re-
places the existing entry with the temporal one.
Or, if no entry pointing Z exists, A adds the tem-
poral entry to its PTC table. Then, A returns to
the middle point of the previous stage as the fig-
ure indicates.

According to this flowchart, an example process
of PTC table update is illustrated by Fig. 6. In this

figure, node A is assumed to update its PTC table
and be located with two neighbors: nodes B and D.
Beyond these neighbors, other nodes exist includ-
ing C, E, and Z connected with each other as the
figure shows.

In this example process, the entry is selected to
be updated that points node Z in the PTC table of
node A. In addition, among neighbors of A, node
B is assumed to be selected at the beginning of the
update process. Then, the first and second stages
above mentioned are executed as follows.

(1) Node A updates the entry that points B. First,
Node A reads the state of each power slot that
node B currently uses. Then, A updates the en-
try pointing B by selecting power slots that are
vacant in both of node A and B. The example of
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nonadjacent nodes Z over B. For this purpose,
A reads the next entry that points Z in PTC table
of B. The example of this result is indicated in
Fig. 6 as “(ii) B→Z”. Then, A makes the tem-
poral entry that points Z by selecting power slots
that are available in both of the entries (i) and (ii)
above mentioned. This selection is expressed by
dashed arrows in the figure. The result of this
temporal entry is indicated in Fig. 6 as “(iii)
A→Z”.

In the final stage (3), node A decides whether
the temporal entry “(iii) A→Z” is preferable to the
existing entry pointing the same node Z. The pri-
mary standard for this decision is the freshness of
the entries indicated by the number of ’seq’. If this
number of the temporal entry is smaller than that
of existing one, the former is decided to be prefer-
able. Or, if these numbers are equivalent to each
other, succeeding decision standards for the prefer-
able entry are as follows.

1. Which entry has a smaller ’hop’? This standard
means that the entry indicating a shorter path to
the destination is preferable to the other.

2. Which entry has a larger number ’slt’ of avail-
able slots? This standard means that the entry

5Conditions for this decision are described later.
6In figures (i), (ii), and (iii), N is set to 8 and only the entry concerned is extracted from PTC table of node A or B. In addition,

values of ’nxt’, ’hop’, and ’seq’ are set appropriately according to the protocol of DSDV[11, 12].
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indicating the more capacity of power transmis-
sion to the destination is preferable to the other.

The first standard appreciates the power saving
against Joule loss during the power transmission.
On the other hand, the second one appreciates the
availability of power slots to the destination. Con-
cerning the average network performance within a
long time, the hop count and the number of avail-
able slots to the same destination may have a notice-
able correlation. However, frequent update of the
PTC tables according to one of the standards pos-
sibly causes different network performance. This
difference is investigated by simulations in the next
section.

As described above, the update of each PTC ta-
ble is executed in pure decentralized scheme. Be-
cause of this decentralized aspect of the essential
operation, the pulsed power network has the inher-
ent system reliability of the electric power distribu-
tion that is especially desirable from the view point
of disaster prevention in urban areas.

3.2 Power slots reservation process

When a power source in the pulsed power net-
work intends to transmit a power flow to a con-
sumer, the source node pre-reserves the power slots
throughout the transmission path to the destination.
The number of the reserved slots in one frame cor-
responds with the intended intensity of the pulsed
power flow.

For this power slots reservation process, and for
the succeeding pulsed power flow to the destina-
tion, control messages are exchanged among source
node, destination, or intermediate power routers.
The transmission path for the control message is es-
tablished by cascading next hop nodes that begins at
the sender node. The next hop node is indicated as
’nxt’ on the entry pointing the receiver node in the
PTC table of each node. The control messages are
as follows.

RESERVE This message is sent from the power
source to the destination through intermediate
routers directing these nodes to reserve speci-
fied power slots with appropriate schedule for
the power pulse relaying.

REPLY This message is inversely sent from

the destination to the power source indicating
that the power slots reservation is accomplished
throughout the power transmission path. If a
source node receives this message, it is assured
of the reservation and begins the transmission of
power pulses at the reserved positions of power
slots.

ERROR If the power slots reservation process
fails at some node within the power transmis-
sion path, the node send this message ERROR
to the source node. The arrival of this mes-
sage informs the source node that the intended
power slots reservation finishes unsuccessfully.
The reason of this trouble occurring possibly be
conflict with the same reservation message from
another power source, or temporal mismatch be-
tween the PTC tables of neighboring nodes on
the transmission path.

ADEQUATE At the end of power flow trans-
mission, this message is inversely sent from the
destination to the power source indicating that
the expected power flow reception by the desti-
nation is successfully finished.

RELEASE When the power source is assured of
the accomplishment of the intended power flow,
it sends this message to the destination through
intermediate routers directing these nodes to re-
lease power slots that are occupied for the spec-
ified pulsed power flow.

With these control messages exchanged among
other nodes, the power source, destination, and in-
termediate power routers perform their particular
behaviors for the power slots reservations. Among
these behaviors, that of the destination and power
routers are rather simple. For example, a power
router reserves its power slots or releases them ac-
cording to RESERVE or RELEASE, respectively.
In case of some trouble occurring, it sends ERROR
to the source node. Because of this reason, only
the algorithm that the power source follows is ex-
plained.
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Figure 7 shows the algorithm for each power
source that intends to reserve power slots to a des-
tination. This algorithm also includes a part for
the succeeding process of the pulsed power trans-
mission through the reserved power slots. First,
the source node selects the destination and decides
the number of power slots for the pulsed power
flow7. Then, as the figure shows, the process runs
as follows (each number corresponds with the tag
attached to a dashed frame in the figure).

(1) This first part of the algorithm indicates that for
the power slots reservation itself. According to
the selection of the destination and decision of
the number of slots for the power transmission,
the source node refers its own PTC table and

confirms if enough slots are available to the des-
tination.

If the result is “No”, the source node waits a
frame passes and refers again its PTC table. This
is because the interval of the table updates must
be longer than the frame duration time.

In contrast, if the result is “Yes”, the source node
selects power slots among available ones and
send the message “RESERVE” to the destina-
tion. This signal reserves selected slots through-
out the power transmission path to the destina-
tion.

If some trouble occurs during this power slots
reservation process, the source node receives
“ERROR”. In this case, the source node returns
to the beginning of this stage as the figure shows.
Then, after a frame passes, the process restarts
from the PTC table referring.

Or, if the power slot reservation is accomplished
and the message “REPLY” returns from the des-
tination, the source node proceeds to the next
stage.

(2) This second part of the algorithm indicates that
for the pulsed power transmission through the
reserved power slots on the transmission path to
the destination.

This pulsed power transmission is triggered by
“REPLY” and continues until the message “AD-
EQUATE” returns from the destination. The
source node observes repeatedly if this message
returns.

If the source node receives “ADEQUATE”, this
means the expected power flow reception by the
destination is successfully finished. In this case,
the source node transmits “RELEASE” to the
destination. This message releases the reserved
power slots throughout the transmission path.

4 Network performance simulation

System performance of the power network with
the proposed scheme is estimated by computer sim-
ulations on an example model of pulsed power net-
work. The estimated points are as follows:

7This process of the source node depends on the preceding information of power demand from consumers. Therefore, there
must be some previous process that is triggered by the consumers. The details of this subject is discussed in my recent work[15].
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mission through the reserved power slots. First,
the source node selects the destination and decides
the number of power slots for the pulsed power
flow7. Then, as the figure shows, the process runs
as follows (each number corresponds with the tag
attached to a dashed frame in the figure).

(1) This first part of the algorithm indicates that for
the power slots reservation itself. According to
the selection of the destination and decision of
the number of slots for the power transmission,
the source node refers its own PTC table and

confirms if enough slots are available to the des-
tination.

If the result is “No”, the source node waits a
frame passes and refers again its PTC table. This
is because the interval of the table updates must
be longer than the frame duration time.

In contrast, if the result is “Yes”, the source node
selects power slots among available ones and
send the message “RESERVE” to the destina-
tion. This signal reserves selected slots through-
out the power transmission path to the destina-
tion.

If some trouble occurs during this power slots
reservation process, the source node receives
“ERROR”. In this case, the source node returns
to the beginning of this stage as the figure shows.
Then, after a frame passes, the process restarts
from the PTC table referring.

Or, if the power slot reservation is accomplished
and the message “REPLY” returns from the des-
tination, the source node proceeds to the next
stage.

(2) This second part of the algorithm indicates that
for the pulsed power transmission through the
reserved power slots on the transmission path to
the destination.

This pulsed power transmission is triggered by
“REPLY” and continues until the message “AD-
EQUATE” returns from the destination. The
source node observes repeatedly if this message
returns.

If the source node receives “ADEQUATE”, this
means the expected power flow reception by the
destination is successfully finished. In this case,
the source node transmits “RELEASE” to the
destination. This message releases the reserved
power slots throughout the transmission path.

4 Network performance simulation

System performance of the power network with
the proposed scheme is estimated by computer sim-
ulations on an example model of pulsed power net-
work. The estimated points are as follows:

7This process of the source node depends on the preceding information of power demand from consumers. Therefore, there
must be some previous process that is triggered by the consumers. The details of this subject is discussed in my recent work[15].
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1. The simulation of the PTC table construction
and update process at every node in the adopted
network model, and simulation of the integrated
network operation based on the PTC tables.

2. The evaluatoin of the power network capac-
ity that is defined as the maximum possible
volume of simultaneous power transmissions
among power sources and consumers over the
network.

3. The confirmation of the network reliability
against a partial failure of the network. The reli-
ability is based on the pure decentralized aspect
of the pulsed power network operation.
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Figure 8. Simulation system model.

4.1 Simulation system model

Figure 8 shows the simulation system model
with twelve end users (node 1 ∼ 12) and eight
power routers (node 13 ∼ 20). End users are clas-
sified randomly into power sources and consumers
half and half as described later. Among power
routers, node 14, as indicated by a dashed circle,
is selected to estimate the case of router failure.

The intensity of each pulsed power flow from
a source node to a consumer is assumed to be one
slot each frame. This is because one slot reserva-
tion has more possibility than simultaneous mul-
tiple slot reservations. Therefore, as the second
estimate point above mentioned, the evaluation of
the power network capacity approaches the proper
value with the one slot reservation for each pulsed
power flow. During the simulation, multiple slot

reservation may occur between the same pair of
power source and consumer by accumulating the
one slot reservations. In this case, power transmis-
sion paths for the reservations are not necessarily
the same with each other.

The simulation procedure is as follows:

1. PTC tables of all nodes are initialized. This
means that each node constructs its own PTC
table consisting of only the primary entry that
points the owner node.

2. According to the algorithm indicated in Fig. 5,
each node updates its own PTC table referring
other tables of neighboring nodes. This process
repeats until every node completes its PTC table
with entries that point all nodes in the network.

3. A half of the end users are selected randomly to
be the transmitters of pulsed power flow and the
residual ones are assumed to be the receivers.

4. Among these end users, a pair of transmitter
and receiver is selected randomly and its power
transmission path is determined according to the
PTC tables of the transmitter and successive
power routers.

5. Throughout the power transmission path, num-
ber K of power slots are reserved8. K is the in-
tensity of the pulsed power flow and is set to one
as mentioned above. Succeedingly, PTC tables
of all nodes are updated counting in just occu-
pied power slots by this reservation.

6. The above stages 4 and 5 are repeated until the
selected transmitter cannot find the transmission
path to the reciever any more in its PTC table9.

7. Finally, the power network capacity is deter-
mined as the number of the transmission paths
established multiplied by the intensity K (equals
one) of each pulsed power flow.

This result of the power network capacity varies
among many of the simulation runs. Therefore, by

8The algorithm for the reservation indicated in Fig. 7 is not traced in the simulations. This requires the assumption that PTC
table updates and control message transmissions are so fast that troubles do not occur in the power slots reservations.

9Because the intensity K of the pulsed power flow is set to one, this means that the entry that points the receiver has no available
slots at the time.

10Because this total power transmission is associated with the sccess rate that 100 percent is not certified, the term “power
network capacity” is not used in further descriptions.
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averaging these results, success rate of the power
slots reservation is derived at each volume of the to-
tal power transmission10. This averaged simulation
result is shown in the next subsection.

4.2 Simulation results

Figure 9 shows the success rate of the power
slots reservation versus the total power transmis-
sion. The horizontal axis represents the total power
transmission estimated by number of power slots.
Whereas, the vertical axis represents the success
rate of power slots reservation. Number N of power
slots is set to 20. There are two groups of lines
that indicate this success rate: the group where no
failure occurs among routers, and the group where
the router 14 fails and does not work throughout the
network operation.

Each group consists of three types of lines:
solid line, chain line, and dashed line. The solid
line and chain line represents the results of the sim-
ulation where power transmission path reservation
is based on the PTC tables of nodes. The former re-
sult regards the number of available slots first when
PTC table is updated, and the hop count to the des-
tination is secondary regarded. Whereas, the latter
result only regards the hop count at the table up-
date. On the other hand, the dashed line represents
the simulation results where each transmission path
is selected from many times of random path search
over the network. Though this method cannot be
adopted in actual network operations, nearly opti-
mum path is found at each power transmission. The
latter result is referred from my previous work[8].

As mentioned above, these lines indicate the to-
tal power transmission with allowable success rate
of power slots reservation. For example, if 80 per-
cent of success rate is allowable, the total power
transmission is roughly 30 slots provided no fail-
ure occurs among routers. This means that 30 slots
of power transmission between pairs of randomly
selected power source and consumer, or 30 pulsed
power flows between them with one slot intensity
in this case, will be established with 80 percent of
probability11.
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Figure 9 shows three points as follows:

1. All of the lines reach 100 percent of success rate
at the left end of the horizontal axis. This left
end is set to 20 and is equal to the number of
power slots N in one frame. This confirms that
100 percent of success rate is always obtained
provided the total power transmission does not
exceed the number of slots N. This is easily un-
derstandable because every power transmission
can be allocated to individual power slots under
this condition.

2. Over this piont of total power transmission, the
success rate of power transmission degrades and
the gradient depends on whether the failure of
router 14 occurs or not. If the failure occurs,
the gradient becomes sharp and the success rate
falls to 50 percent fast. On the other hand, if
no router failure occurs, the gradient is modest
and the success rate remains relatively high to
some range of the total power transmission. This

11100 percent of success rate may not indispensable in actual operations of power networks. Because each consumer prepares a
power storage in his power gateway, as described before in subsection 2.4, power supply fluctuations are smoothed to some degree
by this storage.
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averaging these results, success rate of the power
slots reservation is derived at each volume of the to-
tal power transmission10. This averaged simulation
result is shown in the next subsection.

4.2 Simulation results

Figure 9 shows the success rate of the power
slots reservation versus the total power transmis-
sion. The horizontal axis represents the total power
transmission estimated by number of power slots.
Whereas, the vertical axis represents the success
rate of power slots reservation. Number N of power
slots is set to 20. There are two groups of lines
that indicate this success rate: the group where no
failure occurs among routers, and the group where
the router 14 fails and does not work throughout the
network operation.

Each group consists of three types of lines:
solid line, chain line, and dashed line. The solid
line and chain line represents the results of the sim-
ulation where power transmission path reservation
is based on the PTC tables of nodes. The former re-
sult regards the number of available slots first when
PTC table is updated, and the hop count to the des-
tination is secondary regarded. Whereas, the latter
result only regards the hop count at the table up-
date. On the other hand, the dashed line represents
the simulation results where each transmission path
is selected from many times of random path search
over the network. Though this method cannot be
adopted in actual network operations, nearly opti-
mum path is found at each power transmission. The
latter result is referred from my previous work[8].

As mentioned above, these lines indicate the to-
tal power transmission with allowable success rate
of power slots reservation. For example, if 80 per-
cent of success rate is allowable, the total power
transmission is roughly 30 slots provided no fail-
ure occurs among routers. This means that 30 slots
of power transmission between pairs of randomly
selected power source and consumer, or 30 pulsed
power flows between them with one slot intensity
in this case, will be established with 80 percent of
probability11.
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Figure 9 shows three points as follows:

1. All of the lines reach 100 percent of success rate
at the left end of the horizontal axis. This left
end is set to 20 and is equal to the number of
power slots N in one frame. This confirms that
100 percent of success rate is always obtained
provided the total power transmission does not
exceed the number of slots N. This is easily un-
derstandable because every power transmission
can be allocated to individual power slots under
this condition.

2. Over this piont of total power transmission, the
success rate of power transmission degrades and
the gradient depends on whether the failure of
router 14 occurs or not. If the failure occurs,
the gradient becomes sharp and the success rate
falls to 50 percent fast. On the other hand, if
no router failure occurs, the gradient is modest
and the success rate remains relatively high to
some range of the total power transmission. This

11100 percent of success rate may not indispensable in actual operations of power networks. Because each consumer prepares a
power storage in his power gateway, as described before in subsection 2.4, power supply fluctuations are smoothed to some degree
by this storage.
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shows that the simulated network operation is
not so differ from that expected, and that the net-
work well operate even though a router failure
occurs at some cost of the success rate degrada-
tion.

3. The difference is recognized between the sim-
ulation results that depend on the two kinds of
standard. The standards are the number of avail-
able slots and the hop count to the destination
when PTC table is updated. Though the differ-
ence is recognized as small, the advantage of the
former standard: the number of available slot is
confirmed. In addition, because the difference
is recognized small between these simulation
results depending on PTC tables and that de-
pending on random search method for the power
transmission path determination, the proposed
scheme based on PTC tables is confirmed as al-
most optimal method to perform most effective
networking of power distribution.

As shown in Fig. 9, when the success rate is
specified, improvement of the total power transmis-
sion is possible by reconstruction of network con-
figuration or by increase of number N of power slots
in each frame. Among these factors, the more feasi-
ble one is to increase the number N of power slots.
Because the total power transmission equals N at
100 percent of the success rate, the total power pro-
portionally improves as N increases. At other suc-
cess rates, this relationship between the total power
transmission and the number N of power slots is
extracted from the simulations where the number
of available slots is regarded at PTC table updates.
The results are shown in Fig. 10.

The horizontal axis represents the number N of
power slots in each frame, and the vertical axis rep-
resents the total power transmission. Success rates
of 100, 90, and 50 percent are indicated as the pa-
rameters. Dashed lines indicate the case of failure
of power router 14. Whereas, solid lines indicate
the case with no failure occurring. Chain line inci-
dates the case when success rate equals 100 persent.
In this case, network configuration does not affect
the result.

As this figure shows, the total power transmis-
sions increase almost proportionally to N at indi-
cated values of success rate. However, concerning
this approach of N increase, there must be limita-

tions as follows.

1. The increase of N causes the decrease of each
power slot duration. Therefore, assuming that
the intensity of the pulsed power flow is speci-
fied, the peak voltage of each power pulse must
be expanded. From the view point of electrical
signal processing and conducting throughout the
power transmission path, some limitations must
exist on this peak voltage.

2. The decrease of each power slot duration re-
quires more accurate synchronization among
frames and power slots over the network. Or,
more length of guard intervals must be located
between adjacent power pulses. Even though
GPS time signals are available for the synchro-
nization, limitation exist on the time precision.

5 Conclusion

Pulsed power network is proposed for reliable
and low loss electrical power distribution among
various type of power sources and consumers. In
addition to the advantages of power packet net-
works that are affinity with dispersion type power
sources and manageability of energy coloring in the
process of power distribution, the proposed scheme
has system reliability and low loss property because
of its intelligent operation performed by individual
nodes and direct relaying by power routers. The
details of these aspects of the proposed scheme are
explained and the network performances are con-
firmed by simulations.

In further studies, following subjects must be
investigated.

1. Mutual cancellation of power pulses must be in-
vestigated that alleviates the restriction of the
power network capacity of the proposed scheme.
This alleviation is evaluated in my previous
work[8] and noticeable improvement is con-
firmed. In further studies, an algorithm that
deals with the mutual cancellation must be de-
signed in relation with the PTC table construc-
tions.

2. Dynamical aspects of the actual power network
operations and other parameters must be consid-
ered in further simulations such as delay estima-
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tions of control signals. At the simulations, rea-
sonable designs of synchronized frame length,
number of power slots N, network topology, and
system dimensions must be counted in.

3. Along with these sophisticated simulations,
characteristics of the proposed power network
must be quantified that includes the efficiency
of network operations, the evaluation of power
losses, and the estimation of reliability against
system troubles. In addition, to realize this pro-
posed network, some practical appliactions must
be investigated based on their cost estimation
of construction and preservation in comparison
with conventional power systems.
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